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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a rigorous compositional semantics for
SADF (Scenario-Aware Data Flow), an extension of SDF for
scenario-based embedded system design which has its roots
in digital signal processing. We show that Markov automata
(MA), a novel combination of probabilistic automata and
continuous-time Markov decision processes, provides a natu-
ral semantics when all execution times are exponential. The
semantics is fully compositional, i.e., each SADF agent is
modeled by a single automaton which are all put in paral-
lel. We show how stochastic model checking can be used to
analyse the MA, yielding measures such as expected time,
long-run objectives, throughput, and timed reachability. Us-
ing aggressive reduction techniques for Markov automata
that are akin to partial-order reduction, scalability of analysis
is achieved, and all non-determinism can be eliminated.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Modeling techniques, Per-
formance attributes

General Terms

Design, Performance, Verification

Keywords

SADF, Compositional semantics, Stochastic model checking,
State space reduction

1. INTRODUCTION

Embedded systems such as smart phones, TV sets and
modern printing devices typically involve intensive multime-
dia processing. Current applications require massive data
signal processing facilities like photo editing, audio and video
streaming, and need to adhere to demanding QoS require-
ments. Such data processing facilities are adequately de-
scribed in data-flow languages such as Synchronous Dataflow
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(SDF, for short) [13], a language which is equally expres-
sive as weighted marked graphs. SDF has been used ex-
tensively [1, 8, 16] and originates from the field of digital
signal processing where a coherent set of interacting tasks
with different execution frequencies are to be performed in
a distributed and pipelined fashion by a number of parallel
computing resources as provided, e.g., by Multi-Processor
Systems-on-Chips (MPSoC). Modern embedded applications
are very dynamic in the sense that their execution costs
(e.g., memory usage, energy) vary substantially depending
on their context (e.g., input data and quality level). Data-
flow languages [4, 9, 12] are intended as an implementation
framework for such dynamic applications. However, these
languages lack facilities for predicting performance during
embedded system design and have rather limited means to
describe dynamic dataflow behaviour. The Scenario-Aware
Dataflow (SADF) language [18, 19, 1] extends SDF so as
to develop adequate scenario-aware performance models of
specifications expressed in other data-flow formalisms. Like
most data-flow languages, SADF is based on (asynchronously
concurrent) actors that interact via (unbounded) FIFO chan-
nels. The novelty of SADF is its combination of streaming
data and control to capture scenarios, as well as combining
both hard and soft real-time aspects. A recent survey is
given in [1].
In this paper, we consider exponentially timed SADF

(called eSADF), i.e., a version of SADF in which the duration
of all firings of actors are governed by negative exponential
distributions. (Exponentially timed SDF has been considered
in [16, Ch. 8].) This assumption is a rather adequate abstrac-
tion when considering that actor firings are typically subject
to random fluctuations (e.g., in hardware) and only mean
durations are known. (Technically speaking, the exponential
distribution maximises the entropy under these assumptions.)
Besides, using exponential distributions enables the usage
of modern probabilistic model-checking tools for the quan-
titative analysis. As eSADF is based on asynchronously
communicating actors, firings have exponential durations,
and sub-scenario selection is based on discrete-time Markov
chains, Markov automata (MA) [5, 7] are a natural choice
for capturing the semantics of eSADF. MA are transition
systems in which the target of an interactive transition is
a distribution over states (rather than a single state), and
that incorporates random delay transitions to model firing
durations. Non-determinism occurs if several interactive
transitions emanate from a given state. This paper provides
a formal compositional semantics of eSADF using MA. The
compositional aspect naturally reflects the logical structure



of the eSADF graph enabling component-wise reduction.

Compositionality in SDF has recently been exploited for

modular code generation [23]. Our semantics is defined us-

ing a succinct process algebra for describing MA [21]. As a

result, the semantics is relatively easy to comprehend and

modular. Confluence reduction [22] – a technique akin to

partial-order reduction – allows for an on-the-fly reduction

of the state space. We show that all non-determinism in

the MA-semantics of eSADF arises from the independent

execution of actors, and can (in theory) be eliminated using

confluence reduction. As confluence reduction is performed

at the language level (i.e., the process algebra) using conserva-

tive heuristics, non-determinism may persist after reduction,

but if so, it does not influence quantitative measures. The

MA-semantics enables the automated quantitative evaluation

of several performance measures of interest such as expected

time, long-run average and timed reachability objectives [11].

Using an MPEG-4 decoder, we show the effect of confluence

reduction and analyse several measures of interest such as

buffer occupancy and throughput. We compare the results

to analysis results using the SDF3 tool for SADF [18] and

to [20]. To sum up, our semantics is simple and yields a rigor-

ous framework for analysing eSADF graphs. It extends [20]

in several ways, most notably by a simpler semantic model

(resulting in a more succinct state space), a fully detailed

semantics, an on-the-fly reduction technique (rather than

bisimulation), and various analysis facilities (rather than just

transient and steady-state analysis).

Organisation of the paper. Section 2 and 3 introduce

eSADF and MA, the operational model used for our se-

mantics, respectively. Section 4 presents the compositional

eSADF semantics. Section 5 discusses non-determinism, and

the quantitative evaluation of eSADF using MA. Section 6

discusses related work and Section 7 concludes.

2. SCENARIO-AWARE DATAFLOW

In this section, we will give a formal definition of an

exponentially-timed SADF (eSADF) graph which is based

on [17]. Figure 4 illustrates an SADF graph of an MPEG4-

decoder. We will first define the channels in an eSADF graph,

which can transfer information between the agents (called

processes) in eSADF. Based on the types of the elements

that the channels can transfer, the scenarios are defined.

Afterwards, we introduce two distinct kinds of processes, i.e.,

kernels and detectors. In order to build an eSADF graph

correctly, the processes are connected by channels which are

assumed to be “type-consistent” with the processes’ ports.

In the end, we give the formal definition of an eSADF graph.

Definition 1. [Channel] A channel c P C is a (possibly

unbounded) FIFO queue to carry information modeled by

tokens of a certain type (e.g. none, integers, Boolean, symbols,

etc.). Based on these types we distinguish channels by:

‚ data channels whose type is none, i.e., its tokens are

only placeholders and not valued, and

‚ control channels whose type is not none.

The justification of having two types of channels is that

data channels are like the channels in traditional SDF [13],

whereas control channels are key features in (e)SADF to

carry the scenario (control) information between processes.

We therefore have C “ DC Y CC with DC the set of data

channels, CC the set of control channels, and DC X CC “ H.

For a control channel cc P CC, we denote by Σcc the type of

cc, which is the set of elements (values of tokens) that can

be carried by cc, e.g. Σcc “ ta, . . . , zu or Σcc “ B “ t0, 1u.

Based on these types of channels, we can now define the

scenario for an ordered set C of control channels as follows.

Definition 2. [Scenario] For an ordered set C “ pcc1,
. . . , cckq of control channels, a scenario is an ordered k-tuple
pσ1, . . . ,σkq where σi is a value of type Σcci for channel

cci P C. The set of possible scenarios for C is denoted by

ΣC “
ś

ccPC Σcc.

If we consider C “ pcc1, cc2q, Σcc1 “ ts, tu and Σcc2 “ t1, 2u

for example, the possible scenario set ΣC “ tps, 1q, ps, 2q,
pt, 1q, pt, 2qu. The set of scenarios can be used to transfer the

control information which captures the dynamics in systems.

Now we define kernels and detectors, which can be treated

as the “executable” processes in eSADF. Processes are con-

nected with each other by channels through their ports. We

denote the set of kernels as K, the set of detectors as D. The

set of processes P “ K Y D with K X D “ H.

Definition 3. [Kernel] A kernel K is a pair pP,Sq with

‚ P is a set of ports partitioned into the sets PI , PO and

PC of input, output and control ports, respectively;

‚ S is the scenario setting pΣ, R,Eq (a triple) with:

✄Σ “
ś

pcPPC
Σpc is the set of scenarios in which K

can operate, where Σpc is the type (set of values) that

is allowed to pass through port pc,

✄R : Σ ˆ P Ñ N, the consumption/production rate

function, such that Rpσ, pcq “ 1 for any control port pc
and scenario σ,

✄E : Σ Ñ Rą0, the execution rate function, i.e.,

Epσq “ r means that the execution time of scenario σ
by K is exponentially distributed with mean 1{r.

Intuitively, for a kernel K, the possible scenarios in which

it can operate are given by the values of ordered tuples from

its control ports. The consumption/production rate function

gives the number of tokens to be consumed or produced after

K’s execution in such scenarios into K’s ports accordingly.

Since at each time we only need one token from each control

port to select the scenario, Rpσ, pcq equals 1.

Detectors are not only an “executable” component similar

to a kernel, but are equipped with more features such as

capturing the (sub-)scenario occurrence and sending control

information by the generation of control tokens. Detectors

do not execute in scenarios but in sub-scenarios which are

determined by scenarios it receives via its control ports.

Definition 4. [Detector] A detector D is pair pP,Sq

with

‚ P is a set of ports partitioned into PI , PO and PC (as

for kernels). PO is partitioned into POd and POc , the

data and control output ports;

‚ S is the sub-scenario setting pΣ,Ω, F,R,E, tq with

✄Σ “
ś

pcPPC
Σpc is the set of scenarios of D,

✄Ω , a non-empty finite set of sub-scenarios values,

✄F : Σ Ñ M , the random decision function. M is the

set of DTMCs pS, ι,P,Φq 1
. Function F associates a

1
DTMC = Discrete-Time Markov Chain.



DTMC to each scenario σ P Σ. Here, S, ι and P are the

finite state space, initial state, and one-step transition

probability function, respectively, and Φ : S Ñ Ω the

sub-scenario decision function,

✄R : Ω ˆ P Ñ N, the consumption/production rate
function, such that Rpω, pcq “ 1 for any sub-scenario

ω and control port pc,

✄E : Ω Ñ Rą0, the execution rate time function,

✄ t : Ω ˆ POc Ñ Σpoc
, the sub-scenario token produc-

tion function. tpω, pocq determines the value of a token

to be produced into an output port oc P POc after D’s

execution in sub-scenario ω. Note that Rpω, pocq is the

number of valued tokens to be produced.

Intuitively, a detector works in two phases. In the first
phase, scenarios of the detector are determined in the same
way as for kernels. After the scenario, say σ, is determined,
i.e. there is at least one scenario token in each control channel,
the DTMC of this scenario is entered, which is defined by
F pσq P M . The entry point of such DTMC is its last occupied
state. After moving from this state to one of its successor
states, the current sub-scenarios and probabilities of new
sub-scenarios can be computed by the functions Φ and P. In
the second phase, D will execute these sub-scenarios. The
production rate function R and execution rate function E
are then defined for such execution. After the execution
of the sub-scenario, the detector D consumes/produces the
tokens of its ports. In order to send control information, the
valued tokens defined by function t are produced into control
output ports and the number of such tokens to be produced
is defined by R.

In order to define exponential-time SADF (eSADF) graphs,
we need a consistent way to connect the processes (i.e. kernels
or detectors) by using channels. We define the consistency
between the channels and a process’s ports, which determines
whether a channel and two ports are compatible.

Definition 5. [Type consistency] We call a channel

“type consistent” with two ports in a (two) process(es), if

‚ the channel is a data channel and it connects a (data)

output port of a kernel (detector) with an input port of

same/another process;

‚ the channel is a control channel and it connects a con-

trol output port of a detector with a control port of

same/another process, and in addition the types of the

channel and both ports coincide.

We call an eSADF type consistent, if all the channels in
the eSADF graph are type consistent.

Definition 6. [eSADF graph] An eSADF graph G “
pP, C˚q, where P is a finite set of processes (vertices), C˚

is the set of “type consistent” channels (edges) of the form`psrcpcq, tgtpcq˘
where srcpcq, tgtpcq are the source and target

ports of channel c P C, with proper initialization of content.
2

3. MARKOV AUTOMATA

In this section, we introduce the semantic model, Markov
automata (MA) [7, 5], for eSADF. Briefly speaking, an MA
is an extended labeled transition system (LTS) equipped

2Note that “rate” consistent eSADF can be defined as in [19].

with both continuous time stochastic and nondeterministic
transitions, and hence able to expresses the complete se-
mantics [6] of modelling languages such as dynamic fault
trees [2], domain-specific language AADL [3], and generalised
stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs) [14].

The syntax of MA. A distribution µ over a countable set
S is a function µ : S Ñ r0, 1s such that

ř
sPS µpsq “ 1. Let

DistrpSq be the set of all distributions over set S.

Definition 7. [Markov automata] A Markov automa-
ton (MA) is a tuple M “ pS, s0, Act, ãÑ,ñq, where

‚ S is a countable set of states,

‚ s0 P S is the initial state,

‚ Act is a countable set of actions,

‚ ãÑ Ď S ˆActˆDistrpSq is the interactive probabilistic
transition relation,

‚ ñ Ď S ˆ Rą0 ˆ S is the Markovian transition relation.

The semantics of MA. We let τ P Act denote the invisible
internal action and abbreviate ps, a, µq P ãÑ as s

aãÑ µ, which
means if we are at the state s, the probability of reaching
state s1 by taking action a is µps1q. Similarly, we abbrevi-

ate ps,λ, s1q P ñ as s
λñ s1, which means the probability of

moving from state s to s1 within time t is exponentially dis-
tributed and equals 1´ e´λt. We call λ the rate of transition

s
λñ s1. Furthermore, we say a state s is Markovian iff s has

only outgoing Markovian transitions; it is interactive iff it
has only outgoing interactive probabilistic transitions; it is a
hybrid state, otherwise.

c

a a
c

b

cµ

λ

τ

2
3

1
3

A sample MA

For states s, s1, we letRps, s1q “ řtλ |
s

λñ s1u be the rate between states s and
s1, and let Epsq “ ř

s1PS Rps, s1q be the
exit rate of s. The probability of leav-
ing the state s within time t is given
by 1 ´ e´Epsq¨t. If Rps, s1q ą 0 for more
than one state s1, a race exists between
such states after leaving s. For a partic-
ular state s1, the probability of winning
the race is given by the branching prob-

ability distribution Pps, s1q “ Rps,s1q
Epsq .

Maximal progress. If in a state both Markovian transi-
tions and internal transitions τ are enabled, the maximal
progress assumption asserts that internal transitions τ take
precedence over Markovian transitions. This is justified by
the fact that the probability of taking a Markovian transition
immediately is zero (as Prpdelay ď 0q “ 1 ´ e´λ¨0 “ 0),
whereas the internal transition τ happens immediately (since
they cannot be delayed).

Closed MA. A closed MA is an MA which is self-contained
and has no further synchronization with other components.
For a closed MA, since all interactive probabilistic transi-
tions are not subject to any synchronization, they cannot be
delayed. Therefore, we can safely hide them and turn them
into internal transitions τ . A closed MA has no hybrid state
due to maximal progress. All outgoing transitions of a state
in a closed MA are either interactive probabilistic transitions
labelled by τ or Markovian transitions (cf. Figure 2 (c)).
Note that non-determinism exists when there are multiple



internal probabilistic transitions emanating from one state.

MA Process Algebra (MAPA). To generate an MA, a
language based on µCRL [10] called MA Process Algebra
(MAPA) was introduced in [21]. We use MAPA to define
our MA semantics for eSADF.

Definition 8. [Process terms] A process term in MAPA

can be generated by the following rules:

p ::“ Y ptq | c ñ p | p ` p |
ř
x:D

p | aptq ‚
ř
x:D

f : p | pλq ¨ p

Let Prc denote the set of process names, Act denote a count-
able universe of actions, and x denote a vector of variables
ranging over a (possibly infinite) type domain D. If the
cardinality of x exceeds one, D is a Cartesian product. Ob-
serve that this matches the scenario definition based on types
in eSADF graphs. In the process term Y ptq, Y P Prc is a
process name, t is a vector of data expressions, and Y ptq

expresses a process Y initialized by setting its variables to
t. c ñ p is a guarded expression, which asserts if the con-
dition c (a boolean expression) is satisfied, then the process
will behave like the process p, otherwise it will do nothing.
The operator p1 ` p2 expresses a non-deterministic choice
between the left process p1 and the right process p2. Fur-
ther if there is a (possibly infinite) nondeterministic choice
over a data type D, this is denoted by the term Σx:D p.
The term aptq ‚

ř
x:D

f : p states that the process can per-

form an aptq action (an action based on the vector t) and
then resolves a probabilistic choice over D determined by a
predefined function f . The function application f rx :“ ds

returns the probability when the variables are evaluated as
d P D. The term pλq ¨ p expresses that after an exponen-
tially distributed delay with rate λ P Rą0, the process will
behave like p. We will see later that the MAPA language is
concise and expressive enough to handle our eSADF seman-
tics, since it allows processes with different data types and
is equipped with both interactive probabilistic transitions
and Markovian transitions. MA can now be obtained by
the modular construction using MAPA processes through
parallel composition, encapsulation, hiding and renaming
operators [21].

Definition 9. An initial process in parallel MAPA is any

term that can be generated by the following rules:

q ::“ Y ptq | q �I q | τHpqq

Here, Y P Prc is a process name, t is a vector of data

expressions, I,H Ď Actztτu are sets of actions. A parallel

MAPA specification is a set of MAPA process equations with

an initial process q defined by the above rules.

In an initial MAPA process generated by the rules above,
q1 �I q2 is the parallel composition of q1 and q2 w.r.t the
action set I (defined in [21] with γpa, aq “ a, a P I) and
τHpqq hides the actions in H, i.e., turns all the actions in H
into τ and removes their parameters. Since we only use these
two operators later in our definition, we refer for further
information about MAPA to [21].

4. SEMANTICS OF eSADF

In this section, we define an MA semantics for eSADF.
The first consideration is to model the channels and the

processes in eSADF separately. This approach is easy to
understand and the MAs for processes are finite whereas
the MAs for channels are unbounded as channels are un-
bounded. However, the drawback is the intermediate state
space caused by the communication between the processes
and the channels. For example, a data channel must either
know the current operating scenario of the process which
connects with it through its output port and then notify the
process whether the tokens are available in such operating
scenario or constantly send its channel status to the process.
Hence we model the control channels as FIFO buffers and
the data channel as natural numbers as part of the process’s
definition. As the process’s behavior merely depends on the
token availabilities and/or the contents of these channels, no
further status synchronization between other components
is needed. After all channels are integrated into the corre-
sponding processes, the MAs for processes take care of the
channel’s status update. This is done by using the action
synchronization between processes.

Remark 1. A kernel is a special kind of detector, in which

1. no output channel is of type control channel,

2. its subscenario set is identical with its scenario set, and

3. for each scenario σ, F pσq is a Markov chain with only

one state s P S, Pps, sq “ 1 and Φpsq “ σ.

From now on we will only consider the MA semantics of a
detector, since the MA semantics of a kernel can be easily
derived from the detector’s semantics (due to Remark 1).
Recall that a detector can have more than one data channel
(data channel and/or control channels) connected through
its input ports (input ports and/or control ports) of a single
kernel (detector). Moreover, since we integrate the input
channels as variables into their process’s definition, we only
consider these channels and the corresponding ports. For
simplicity’s sake we assume that the detector, say D, has
only one such data channel and control channel from one
detector, say D1 (see following figure). This is easily gen-

D D1
ID “ tiu

OD “ H

CD “ tcu

ID1 “ H

OD1 “ toi, ocu

CD1 “ H

CC

DC

i

c

oi

oc

eralized to several channels. Detector D has an input data
channel DCpD1,Dq from D1 which is connected through D1’s
output port oiD1,D and D’s input port iD1,D and a control
channel CCpD1,Dq from D1 which is connected through D1’s
output port ocD1,D and D’s control port cD1,D. As mentioned
earlier, the channels in eSADF are modeled as variables. Let
the variable dcpD1,Dq P N represent the current number of
tokens in data channel DCpD1,Dq. For control channels, we
let the variable ccpD1,Dq represent the current status of con-
trol channel CCpD1,Dq where ΣpD1,Dq is the set of values of
the scenario token which can be stored in CCpD1,Dq. Hence
we have ccpD1,Dq P Σ˚

ccpD1,Dq
. Various operators on these

variables are defined, for instance, | ccpD1,Dq | returns the
length of the sequence; headpccpD1,Dqq returns the first ele-
ment (head) of the sequence; tailpccpD1,Dqq is only defined
for non-empty channels and returns the remaining string by



removing headpccpD1,Dqq, and ccpD1,Dq`̀ ω for ω P Σ
˚
denotes

concatenation. If clear from context, we omit the subscript

pD1,Dq. Note that the general definition for detectors with

several data and control channels can be easily derived from

this simplified definition, since we can just replace the single

variable by a vector of variables.

The MA semantics of a detector D consists of two modules:

the (sub)scenario module SM and the function module FM .

First, we give the MA definition of scenario module SM .

Since SM only communicates (synchronizes) with FM via

requesting and waiting for sub-scenario decisions, no variable

is used in SM . Recall that for each scenario σ P Σ, pS, ι,P,Φq
is a non-empty finite Markov chain pS, ι,Pq associated with

a function Φ : S Ñ Ω. Now we define an MA for pS, ι,P,Φq
for each scenario σ P Σ, and then compose them in parallel.

For scenario σ, we assume that S “ tS0, . . . , Snu, n P N and

ι “ S0. We also let the set PostpSq “ t T | PpS, T q ą 0 u for

S P S.

Semantics of detectors. For a better understanding, we

distinguish input and output actions: if the synchronization

actions are initiated by an MA, these actions are overlined

by “Ď”, and the synchronization actions waiting for the

synchronization are denoted as usual. Note that this notation

will not affect the original MA semantics.

Definition 10. The MA semantics of the scenario mod-
ule SMσ of detector D in scenario σ is defined by:

SMpS : Sq :“ reqpσq ‚
ř

T :PostpSq

PpS, T q : SM 1pT q

SM 1pS : Sq :“ subscpωq.SMpSq where ω “ ΦpSq P Ω

The task of SM is to simulate the DTMC embedded in

scenario σ to return the sub-scenario decision which the

detector D is going to execute. Since in the original SADF

semantics the sub-scenario [17] is selected by both making a

one-step transition in the DTMC and checking the function

Φ, we use an intermediate state for every original state in the

DTMC. To this end, we let SMpSq represent the behavior

of the original state and SM 1pSq represent the behavior of

the intermediate state of S. First, if SM receives the sub-

scenario decision request from function module FM in σ
(i.e. action reqpσq), and the last left state in the DTMC

for σ is S, we make a one-step to the intermediate state of

S’s successor states (i.e. the intermediate states of PostpSq)
with probabilities determined by P. The behavior of the

intermediate state just returns the sub-scenario decision

through synchronization subsc using ΦpSq, and then behaves

like state SMpSq.

Example 1. A simple example shows how to translate the
DTMC and sub-scenario decision function (left figure below)
of a scenario in eSADF to an MA (the corresponding SM)
(right figure).

I P

1
5

1
4

4
5

3
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Φ
�pIq “ I Φ

�pP q “ P

I P

I 1 P 1

req
D p�q reqD

p�q

I P4
5

1
5

3
4

1
4

1 1

We initialize now the scenario module of D in scenario σ
by setting SMσ “ SMpS :“ S0q, where S0 “ ισ is the initial

state of the DMTC of σ.

Definition 11. The scenario module of detector D is:

SMD “ SMσ1 � SMσ2 � ¨ ¨ ¨ � SMσn

where � equals �H (as there is no synchronization between
the MAs for scenarios), and Σ “ tσ1, . . . ,σnu, n P N.

Definition 12. The MA semantics of the functional mod-
ule FM of a detector D is defined by the MAPA term:

FM pdc : N, cc : Σ˚, subsc : ΩDq :“
p|cc| ě 1 ^ headpccq “ σ ^ subsc “ Kq

ñ reqpσq. ř
ωPΩ

subscpωq.FM pdc, cc, subsc :“ ωq

` ř
ωPΩD

psubsc “ ω ^ dc ě RDpω, iqq

ñ pλω
Dq.exeDpωq.FMpdc ´ RDpω, iq, tailpccq, subsc :“ Kq

` ř

ω1PΩD1
exeD1 pω1q.FMpdc ` RD1 pω1, oiq, cc `̀ tD1 pω1, ocq, subscq

The tasks of FM are manifold. FM has three parameters:

the number of tokens in data channel dcpD1,Dq, the content

of control channel ccpD1,Dq, and the current operating sub-

scenario subsc. One task of FM is to infer both the current

scenario of D from the content of the first scenario token in

each control channel and whether the subscenario is already

available (i.e., equal to ω) or undefined (K). If the subscenario

is undefined and the current scenario can be determined

(headpccq “ σ), FM will synchronize with SM to determine

the operating sub-scenario in σ (by action reqpσq). After SM
returns the sub-scenario, say ω, FM writes ω into variable

subsc. After the sub-scenario is available (i.e. subsc ‰ K),

FM can execute as soon as there are enough data tokens in

dc, which is checked by inspecting the rate function RDpω, iq
for port i. If there are enough tokens, FM can execute, and

the execution time is exponentially distributed with a mean

duration of 1{λω
. After the execution, FM will synchronize

with another process to update the corresponding channel

status (i.e. process the tokens to its output channels by

action exeDpωq action) and consumes the tokens from the

input channels (i.e. updates its own variables’ values). The

last task of FM is to let other processes update their input

channel status (i.e. to produce tokens onto the channels

which are the input channels of D) after their executions.

Definition 13. The FM of detector D is defined by:

FMD “ FMpdc :“ φ˚pDCq, cc :“ ψ˚pCCq, subsc :“ Kq
where φ˚, ψ˚ are the initial content of data channels and
control channels in C˚, respectively.

Definition 14. The MA semantics of detector D is:

MD :“ τID pFMD �ID SMDq
where ID “ t reqpσq | σ P Σ u Y tω | ω P Ω u.
The action set ID includes the sub-scenario request action req
with all scenario values and the sub-scenario return action



with all sub-scenario values. As the actions in ID are only

used for synchronizing FMD and SMD, all these actions are

made unobservable by applying τID p¨q.
Semantics of kernels. The semantics of kernel K is

obtained by simplifying the semantics of a detector DK .

First, the set of scenarios ΣD
k
and the set of sub-scenarios

ΩDK
of DK are identical to K’s set of scenarios ΣK (i.e.,

ΣDK
“ ΩDK

“ ΣK). Similarly the consumption/production

rate function R of DK equals R of K. As K has no control

outports (so does DK), the function t and rate function R

are not defined. The scenario module SM of DK in scenario

ω is defined as described in Remark 1 by:

SMpS0q :“ reqpωq.SM 1pS0q

SM
1pS0q :“ subscpωq.SMpS0q

Semantics of eSADF graphs. Finally, we define the MA

semantics for an eSADF graph. We assume that an eSADF

graph consists of a set of detectors tD1, . . . , Dnu, n P N. For
each detector Di (1 ď i ď n) let MA MDi

be its semantics

and ActDi
the set of interactive actions in Di.

Definition 15. The MA for eSADF graph G “ pP, C˚q
is:

MG :“ τH

`
MD1 �I1 ¨ ¨ ¨ �In´1 MDn

˘

where � is left-associative, Ii “ ActDi`1 X pActD1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y
ActDi

q for 1 ď i ď n, and H “ ActD1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y ActDn
.

Example 2. The eSADF graph in Figure 1 (left) consists

of detector A and kernel B, control channel CCpA,Bq and data

channels DCpB,Bq and DCpB,Aq. Production and consumption

rates equal to 1 are omitted, and the red numbered points

indicate the number of initial tokens in these channels (con-

trol channels are initially empty). Kernel B can execute in

scenarios I and P . The execution time of I is exponentially

distributed with mean duration one; P has mean duration
1
2 .

The scenario occurrence is decided by A based on the embed-

ded DTMC (cf. Example 1) and sent to B via the scenario

tokens valued with I and P through channel CCpA,Bq. Since

there is no input control channel for A, A always executes

in a default scenario �. Here we assume the sub-scenario

decision procedure in A will be done immediately.
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Figure 1. A sample eSADF graph and its optimized MA

5. ANALYSIS
This section presents an on-the-fly reduction technique for

MA. This reduction is used for two purposes. First, we show

that all non-determinism in the MA semantics of an eSADF

graph can be safely removed. Then we show that reduction

scales the quantitative evaluation of eSADF graphs.

5.1 State Space Reduction & Non-Determinism
Confluence reduction. Confluence reduction [21] reduces

the state space based on commutativity of transitions, re-

moving nondeterministic transitions caused by parallel com-

position of independent components. It is similar in spirit to

partial-order reduction. The reduction preserves the quan-

titative metrics of interest. Based on heuristics to detect

confluence in MAPA terms, the state space is reduced in an

on-the-fly manner. Its effect is illustrated in Figure 2, which

gives the MA semantics (b) for a GSPN (a) and afterwards

reduces the state space (c) by applying confluence reduc-

tion. The key observation is that the commutativity of the

immediate transitions t1 and t4, and t2 and t4 is exploited.

p1

p2

p3

p4

p5

p6

¨
¨

t1 t2

t3

W “ 1

t5

λ

t6

µ

t4

W “ 2

(a)

t4pτq

t1pτq t1pτq
t4pτq

t2pτq

t4pτqµ

λ

τ

2
3

1
3

(b)

τ

τ

µ
λ

τ

2
3

1
3

(c)

Figure 2: (a) a sample GSPN, (b) its MA semantics, and (c)

its reduced MA

Confluence reduction in a nutshell. The basic idea of

confluence reduction is to determine the confluent sets of

transitions [21]. To obtain these, groups consisting of only

confluent interactive probabilistic transitions should satisfy

the following conditions: 1) all transitions are τ -transitions

s t

µ ν”R

τ

T

a

C

a

C

with Dirac distribution, 2) all transitions

enabled prior to a transition in this group

are still enabled after taking such transition.

The right diagram illustrates the latter con-

straint. If transition s
τÑ t is in a group,

say T , and if s
aÑ µ, then t

aÑ ν must exist such that µ

and ν are related, i.e., all states in the support of µ and ν

are connected by transitions from T . Timmer et al. proved

that the transitions satisfying the conditions above connect

divergence-sensitive branching bisimilar states [22]. Hence

it is safe to prioritise confluent transitions. As the interme-

diate states on a confluent path are bisimilar, they can be

aggregated. Confluence reduction is applied on syntactic

MAPA terms in an on-the-fly manner thus avoiding a full

state space generation prior to the reduction (as opposed to

bisimulation reduction [20]). Case studies show a state space

reduction from 26% to 83% [21]; for the MPEG-4 decoder

this is about 66% (cf. Table 1).

Non-determinism in eSADF. Non-determinism in our

MA semantics only arises from the execution of independent

concurrent actors in eSADF graphs:



Theorem 1. Non-determinism only occurs between sub-
scenario decision actions from different, independent pro-
cesses. All these transitions are confluent, i.e., they yield
the same (Markovian) state. The probability distribution to
reach such states is independent from the resolution of the
non-determinism.

Proof (sketch) Now, we will show that possible non-determinism
in the resulting MA of an eSADF graph is due to execution
of independent actors only. Later on, we will argue that
allo this non-determinism can be eliminated—while preserv-
ing quantitative properties—by confluence reduction. Re-
call that hybrid states do not occur in the MA-semantics
MG of an eSADF graph G, as all interactions have been
turned into τ -transitions by hiding. We will show that the
non-determinism between these τ -transitions results from
independent sub-scenario decision transitions in distinct ac-
tors. We start off by making the following observations. The
interactive transitions in MA MG are either the channel
status synchronization between different processes (action
exe), or sub-scenario decision transitions within a process
(actions req and subsc). Sub-scenario decision transitions are
fully autonomous and are not subject to synchronisation.

eA

λA

eB

λB

λA λB

λB λA

eA eB

eA eB

eA eB
λB λA

ˆ̂

Figure 3: The state where both synchronization transitions
are enabled is unreachable due to maximal progress assump-
tion

Fact 1. There is no non-determinism between any chan-
nel status synchronization actions exe.

This can be seen as follows. Observe that a channel sta-
tus update synchronization action (i.e., exep) can only be
enabled after a preceding Markovian transition and, as it
is autonomous, occurs immediately. Two of these actions
are thus simultaneously enabled with probability zero. As
a result, the MA MG does not contain a state in which
two synchronization actions are enabled. This situation is
illustrated in Figure 3.

Fact 2. There is no non-determinism between any sub-
scenario decision (action req or subsc) and channel status
synchronization (action exe).

We argue by contraposition. Assume there is a non-determinis-
tic choice between a channel status synchronization transi-
tion and a sub-scenario decision transition. As argued above,
channel status synchronization is immediately preceded by
a Markovian transition, t say. Since Markovian transitions
do not change any channel status (as it does not update
any variables), the sub scenario decision transition is also
enabled before t. Due to the maximal progress assumption,
the sub-scenario decision transition must happen before t and
therefore before the channel status synchronization transition.
Contradiction.

Fact 3. If non-determinism occurs between two req-actions
or two subsc-actions, then these actions are independent.

(Here, actions a and b are independent if in any state in
which both actions are enabled, the occurrence of a does not
disable b, and vice versa. Moreover, the resulting state after
firing these transitions in any order, is the same.) Suppose
there are two (or more) sub-scenario decisions (action req) are
enabled. Evidently, these transitions originate from different
actors. Since there are no shared variables between actors,
and the execution of a sub-scenario decision transition in one
actor does not disable such transition in another actor, these
actions do not disable each other and result in the same state.
Gathering the above results yields, as pointed out in [17]
using a more informal and different semantic approach, the
Theorem 1.

The proof confirms a similar result in [19] for an alternative
SADF semantics. The key point is that, since the enabled
probabilistic choice among sub-scenarios is instanteneous,
the transitions representing the time progress can not be
enabled before all such enabled probabilistic transitions3

have occurred. Since these enabled probabilistic transitions
are independent, they are confluent to the state where the
Markovian transitions are enabled. Whereas in SADF [19]
timed transitions are deterministic (since it always takes the
earliest finished execution time of a process), in eSADF they
are probabilistic and resolved by the race condition. Thanks
to the above result, confluence reduction can potentially
reduce all non-determinism from the MA semantics of an
eSADF graph. As heuristics are used, this is not always
established in practice, but then the above result guarantees
that worst and best case quantities coincide.

5.2 Example: an MPEG-4 Decoder

FD
MC RC

VLD IDCT

c

1

c

1

1
1

1 1

1 1

1
1

11

d d

a

b

d

e

1

1

Scenario
Rate I P0 Px

a 0 0 1
b 0 0 x
c 99 0 x
d 1 0 1
e 99 0 x

x P t30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 99u

Figure 4. An SADF model for an MPEG-4 decoder [19]

We consider an eSADF graph (cf. Figure 4) of an MPEG-4
decoder for the simple profile [19]. This decoder can process
I and P frames in video streams, which consist of differ-
ent numbers of macro blocks. This involves operations like
Variable Length Decoding (VLD), Inverse Discrete Cosine
Transformation (IDCT), Motion Compensation (MC), and
Reconstruction (RC). The kernels VLD and IDCT fire once
per macro block in a decoded frame, while MC and RC fire
once per frame. The detector FD detects the frame type
occurrences in video streams. If it detects an I frame, all
macro blocks are decoded by VLD and IDCT, and RC will
reconstruct the image (without MC). We assume an image

3In SADF this is ensured by action-urgency; here by maximal
progress.



size of 176 ˆ 144 pixels (QCIF), i.e, an I frame consists
of 99 macro blocks. (cf. Figure 4 right table). If FD de-
tects a P frame, then MC computes the correct position of
macro blocks from the previous frame out of motion vectors.
We assume that the number of processing motion vectors
equals the number of decoding macro blocks and is 0 or
x P t30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 99u representing conservative ap-
proximations for a range of real motion vectors [19]. This is
captured by the scenarios P0 and Px as indicated in Figure 4
(right). All parameters in our case study are taken from [19],
which are obtained by using a specific profiling tool. We have
developed a prototypical tool for obtaining MAPA terms of
eSADF graphs (expressed in the XML variant for SADF 4).
The generated MAPA term for the eSADF graph of Exam-
ple 2 is given in Figure 8 (cf. Appendix). Applying confluence
reduction reduces the state space by about a factor 3:

no red. with conf. red.
#states 19 7Ex. 2

#transitions 19 7
#states 61918 20992

MPEG-4 #transitions 81847 40910
#non-det. states 4 1

Table 1. MA size for sample eSADF graphs

Note that non-determinism for the MPEG-4 decoder is not
completely eliminated by confluence reduction, as heuristic
are used to detect confluent transitions.

5.3 Automated Quantitative Evaluation
Our MA semantics allows for determining several perfor-

mance metrics for the MPEG-4 decoder in a fully automated
manner. These algorithms are described in [11]. We illus-
trate this for various quantitative measures of the MPEG-4
decoder example.

Buffer occupancy. We consider two long-run properties:
the average number of tokens and the probability distribution
of tokens in a channel. The average buffer occupancy of

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5
av. # tok. idct-rc vld-mc vld-idct mc-rc rc-mc
MaMa 38.2584 27.7168 1.3118 0.2071 0.7929
SDF3 42.2215 24.3675 1.18198 0.4412 0.8574

Table 2: Average buffer occupancy in each MPEG-4 channel

each channel of the MPEG-4 decoder is shown in Table 2.
From the results, we observe that the channels of IDCT-RC
and VLD-MC have a much higher average occupancy than
the other three. This is due to the fact that in case of the
I frame and Px frames, IDCT and VLD need to execute
only one time, whereas RC and MC need to compute 99 and
x times, respectively. Hence the tokens can accumulate in
both channels waiting for processing. The average number of
tokens in channels MC-RC and RC-MC together is one. This
is due to the cyclic channels between MC and RC, which
guarantees that MC and RC execute at the same rate. 5

The token distributions of three data channels are shown
in Figure 5. The peak values for channels VLD-MC and
IDCT-RC are caused by conservatively approximating the
4See http://www.es.ele.tue.nl/sadf/xml.php.
5Note that this does not hold for SDF3 which hints at a flaw
in this tool.
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Figure 5. Token distribution in two MPEG-4 channels

motion vectors (cf. Section 5.2) by fixed numbers (i.e, x P
t30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 99u). Further, the average number of
tokens in channel VLD-IDCT is 0.57, which is possibly due
to that VLD will produce at most one token to the channel
VLD-IDCT at each time. Thus, the probability of having
more than three tokens in channel VLD-IDCT is very low,
whereas the probability of VLD-IDCT being empty is quite
high (ě 0.65).

Expected time. The second property of channels is the
expected time and time-bounded reachability probability for a
channel to reach its 50% (p6) and 90% capacity, respectively.
In our evaluation, we let the maximal number of tokens in
the channel to be the capacity of that channel.
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Afterwards, we mark such states as target states where
the current number of tokens in the channel is more than
50% and 90% of its capacity, respectively. For space sake,
we only show the result in 50% case of channel VLD-MC in
Figure 6.

Response delay. The time-bounded reachability evaluation
can also be utilized for response time estimation. Here we can
questions such as “what is the expected time until a process
finishes its first execution?” or “what is the probability of a
process responses for the first time within time t?”. It is equal
to compute the expected time or time-bounded reachability
probabilities from the initial state to the states, where the
process has just finished its first execution. Taking RC for
example, we get 1152.617 (kCycle) as the answer to the first
question and Figure 7 to the second (p7). Since there is
probability 0.12 to have a P0 frame which means a still video
frame, RC just copies it from MC, the probability of RC
finishes its first execution within time 0 is 0.12.
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Figure 7. First response probabilities of RC within time t

Throughput and inter-firing latency. We compute the
throughput of a kernel by the following approach. First, we
compute the long-run average probability (Pσ) of a kernel
executing in scenario σ P Σ. This can be done by adding a
Boolean variable to the kernel’s MAPA definition and set
the Boolean to true when the execution condition is satisfied
and set it again to false when the execution finishes. Since
the expected execution time (Eσ) of a kernel in scenario σ is
known, the throughput of this kernel is computed as sum of
the long-run average probability Pσ divided by the expected
time Eσ for each scenario σ:

Tr “
ÿ

σPΣ

`
lim
tÑ8

Pσ ¨ t
Eσ

¨ 1
t

˘ “
ÿ

σPΣ

Pσ

Eσ
“

ÿ

σPΣ
λσPσ .

The results are shown in Table 3.

p8 p19 p10 p11

through. IDCT VLD MC RC
MaMa 0.0423732 0.0423732 0.000746128 0.000746128
SDF3 0.0437919 0.0437919 0.000745268 0.000745268

Table 3. Throughput of each kernel in MPEG-4 decoder

Analogously, the average inter-firing delay (In) can be
computed as:

In “
ÿ

σPΣ

` p1 ´ Pσqř
σPΣ Pσ ¨ λσ

¨ Pσř
σPΣ Pσ

˘
.

We take here MC for an example and compute the In of MC
as 1460.5 (1341.8 in SDF3) kCycles. For an overview, the
table of verification time (compare with SDF3) of properties
(on a machine with an 48-core CPU at 2.1GHz and 192GB
memory) is shown in Table 4.

p1 p2 p3 p4
489m (6s) 592m (3.4s) 141m (11.4s) 11m (2.7s)

p5 p6 p7 p8
10.4m (12.7s) 14.7h (n.a) 456m (n.a) 24.87m (4.76s)

p9 p10 p11
18.48m (6.56s) 4.45m (13.02s) m 5.1m (3.2s)

Table 4. Verification time of properties 6

6. RELATED WORK

Whereas we consider exponentially timed SADF – akin to
exponentially timed SDF [16] – and use Markov automata
as semantic model, the original works on SADF focus on a
timed semantics using Timed Probabilistic Systems (TPS)
[18, 17, 19]. A direct comparison of analysis results is thus not
possible. The compositional nature of our semantics together
with the memoryless property of exponential distributions
yields a simple and lean semantics. In contrast, the TPS
semantics has to account for actors that are enabled at the
same time; this occurs in our framework with probability
zero. The simplicity of our semantics allows for considering
kernels as simplified detectors, and providing a relatively
straightforward formal proof (sketch) of the absence of non-
determinism (confirming the result in [19] for TPS semantics).
Finally, confluence reduction allows for an on-the-fly state
space reduction which (to the best of our knowledge) does
seem to exist for the TPS semantics.

Earlier work [20] exploited the CADP tool-set for model
checking eSADF. There are various benefits and differences
with our current approach. First, we provide a full formal
definition of the eSADF semantics. Secondly, the operational
model in [20] is better suited for SDF than for SADF. In par-
ticular, it does not natively support probabilistic choices (as
needed for random sub-scenario selection in SADF). Using
MA, there is no need for awkward – and incomplete – trans-
formations [15] to delete probabilistic branching as applied
in [20]. This results in smaller models. In addition, using MA
a much richer palette of quantitative measures can be sup-
ported whereas CADP only supports transient and steady-
state measures. In fact, the absence of non-determinism
allows for a full-fledged model checking of stochastic versions
of CTL. Finally, confluence reduction is an on-the-fly tech-
nique whereas bisimulation reduction (as applied in [20]) is
not. As shown in the following table

no red. with red. red. factor
[20] 121430 20664 5.88

Our work 47266 16042 2.95

the use of MA yields smaller models (without reduction),
whereas confluence reduction outperforms branching bisimu-
lation used in [20] while preserving basically the same quan-
titative measures.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6These verification times seem prohibitive, but exploit algo-
rithms that allow for analyzing MA with non-determinism.



We presented a compositional semantics of eSADF, SADF
in which all executions take exponential time. We showed
that non-determinism only results from executing indepen-
dent processes, and that this can be eliminated using conflu-
ence reduction. Our semantics enables quantitative evalua-
tion using modern stochastic model checking. Given the close
relationship between GSPN and MA [6], the MA semantics of
SADF is a good starting point to address the open question
to which class of Petri nets SADF corresponds.
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